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Abstract. Small and medium size enterprises (SMEs) are greatly affected by cost
escalations and overruns Reliable cost factors estimation and management is a key
for the success of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems adoptions in
enterprises generally and SMEs specifically. This research area is still immature
and needs a considerable amount of research to seek solid and realistic cost factors
estimation. Majority of research in this area targets the enhancement of estimates
calculated by COCOMO family models. This research is the beginning of a series
of models that would try to replace COCOMO with other models that could be
more adequate and focused on ERP adoptions. This paper introduces a feedforward back propagation artificial neural network model for cost factors
estimation. We comment on results, merits and limitations of the model proposed.
Although the model addresses SMEs, however, it could be extended and applied in
various environments and contexts.
Keywords: ERP, cost estimation, neural networks, SMEs.

1 Introduction
Due to their large scale, complexity and substantial investments, ERP systems have
been a center of attention from academia and practice. For various reasons, more and
more SMEs are adopting ERP systems. SMEs are fundamentally different
environments when compared to large enterprises [1]. SMEs are greatly affected and
more sensitive to costs than large enterprises, as they have limited budgets and scarce
resources [2]. ERP adoption projects are non trivial, and they require careful planning,
budgeting, management, and execution. ERP adoptions research shows that cost
overruns usually occur during the ERP adoptions, and companies cross their
estimated budgets significantly [3-6]. Project budgeting and cost estimation are
necessary in the preparation and planning phase for ERP systems’ adoptions. They
give an insight into the roadmap of the adoption project boundaries, as they highly
contribute to project success and the prevention of cost overruns, and in some cases,
cost overruns have driven the implementing companies to bankruptcy [5, 7, 8]. There
is few research that targets ERP cost estimations in SMEs [2]. Thus the need for more
reliable and realistic ERP cost estimation models persists [2, 7, 9-11].
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This paper aims at calculating weights for ERP cost factors using synthetic data
coupled with artificial neural network technology (ANN). The objective of using the
ANN technology is to calculate the weights based on real scenarios that represent
successes and failures in industry. The advantage of using this technology is that
whenever the parameters change, or a new parameters/perspective is added to the
parameters profiles, all is needed is to have the ANN retrained. In future research, the
proposed model will be fed with historical data.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of
literature in the area of ERP cost estimation. Section 3 formulates the problem under
discussion. Section 4 shows the chosen optimization method for cost factor
estimation. Section 5 discusses the architecture and training phases of the artificial
neural network. Section 6 illustrates the experiments and results, and finally section 7
concludes the work and highlights the proposed solution extensions and future work.

2 Study Background
In literature, very few studies address ERP costs identification and ex-ante evaluation in
SMEs environments [2], as well as, there is an evident gap in ERP adoption cost
management and estimation research areas [2, 5, 10, 12, 13]. The gap is partly because
the ERP adoption cost identification and estimation is a complex chore [4, 5, 10, 14-19];
it requires attentive analysis of both direct and indirect (usually hidden) costs. Moreover,
the established and extensively used software cost estimation models e.g. COCOMO
(COnstructive COst MOdel) [20] are not adequate to an ERP setting [5, 10-12, 14, 21].
COCOMO and analogous models are primarily focused on estimating software
development costs, and some of their considered cost factors might not be valid for ERP
adoption projects, as lines of code (KLOC) and development time (D) are not pertinent
factors in an ERP context [10, 14, 17, 21-23]. Nevertheless, these models could be
relevant to ERP vendors when pricing their ERP packages.
As an effort to extend the application of COCOMO into ERP systems
implementations, Maya Daneva [13] introduced a model that complements the classic
COCOMO model [20] with Monte Carlo simulation to introduce errors that results in
more realistic estimates. The model has been designed to take the management portfolio
under consideration [24]. The model has been seen be one good alternative to ERP
adopters as it does not need inputs from the ERP vendors or consultants. Other
researchers have investigated software development cost estimation as a guide for
package pricing, like [5, 20, 25, 26]. Another paper explored cost estimates for crossorganizational ERP projects [10], while Brocke, et al. [27] adopted a Transaction Costs
theory in order to govern ERP costs in a service oriented architecture (SOA)
implementation context. Moreover, another research focused on adoption long-term
business opportunity costs in contrast to benefits [28].
Although it wasn’t applied in ERP cost estimation for SMEs, however, the use of
artificial neural network for cost estimation is not new. It has been used in different fields
in industry [24, 29, 30]. On the other hand, the input variables values ranges in
application domains in [24, 29, 30] can be predictable. This leads to a faster weight
convergence. ERP cost factors estimator can receive inputs with a very large range of
values. Data preprocessing is required to facilitate the training task on the training
algorithm.
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3 Problem Formulation
The cost factors estimation for ERP products adoption is an NP-Complete problem
for its nature. NP-Complete problems are defined to be the set of problems where an
accurate solution using the available processing time takes Millions or even billions
of years. Solutions for this problem class is always approximate within an acceptable
error range.
The Problems under discussion can be seen as a set of profiles, every profile is
collected from a company that went through the ERP adoption process, costs that map
to the set of profiles and a set of weights where every weight is associated to a factor.
We will call the cost factors, the costs and the associated weights as ERP adoption
cost components.
The relationship between the ERP adoption cost components is governed by the
following equation:
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Where (P1,1………………….P1,m) are the cost factors for the first profile,
∅1 is the first profile associated cost and ω1is the weight associated to the cost factor.
The Weight vector ω is the unknown piece of equation. It is imperative to
determine the weights values that minimize the following equation:
m
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4 Optimization Method
The choice of the artificial neural network technique came as an answer for the
following two questions:
1-

Are the equations simultaneous? Simultaneous equations are those that
have the same unknowns and the same solutions. Some of the unknowns in
cost factors equations are highly subjective. An example is giving a value
that best represents the learning curve of the staff in the company. This
means that there can be a lack of integrity and inconsistency between the
same parameter collected from two different institutions. The other issue is
that not always the same parameters types or numbers are collected.
2Are the collected parameters accurate? Like mentioned in the above
paragraph, some parameters values are very subjective. Values that are given to
those parameters are typically holding considerable errors when projected on
the big picture. An example is comparing expertise in one company to another.
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The answers to the above two questions favor optimization techniques that will
traverse a solution surface and select, if the data is error free, the global minimum. If
the data contain a considerable amount of errors, a local optimum is found. The
vectors in Equation (1) are not simultaneous, so whether they are linear or nonlinear,
there is no unique solution for vector ω values. The equations parameters are holding
a considerable amount of errors due to human errors in estimation and sizing. The
neural network with its inherent capability in generalization can overcome the
challenging nature of the data.

5 Proposed Back-Propagation Artificial Neural Network Model
In section 3 the characteristics of the solution method is summarized as a method that
is tolerant to errors and imposes a generalization behavior throughout the solution life
cycle. Nevertheless, able to traverse solution surface and reach to an optimum
solution. All those characteristics favor the artificial neural network solutions. Neural
networks can be black boxes that do not need a neural network expert to train them.
Profiles are introduced to these networks as inputs and classifications as outputs.
Neural networks training is either supervised (feed-forward back-propagation
networks) or unsupervised (associative, competitive, etc.). Supervised training is the
paradigm that is chosen in this research because the output during training is controlled.
Basic principles of artificial neural network can be found in [31, 32].
The number of neurons in the input layer in the proposed architecture equals to the
number of cost factors. The number of neurons in the hidden layer is chosen to be the
number of input neurons. Optimum selection of the number of hidden layer neurons is
explored in [33].
The number of neurons in the output layer is thirty six neurons, every neuron gives
either 0 or one. Every four neurons represent the BCD coding for the set of numbers
from 1 to 9. The Highest twelve neurons represent the billion range, where the lower
twelve neurons represent the million range, and the lowest twelve represent the
thousands. A cost of 1 billion, three hundred million and fifty thousands are
represented as {0000 0000 0001 - 0011 0000 0000- 0000 0101 0000}.
Table 1 shows possible values for two independent parameters. Parameter 1 can be
more effective to cost factors than parameter 2, and therefore its weights or cost factor
should be more significant than those of parameter 2. It is a good practice to put both
parameters in one domain, so that their values can be more comparable. This domain,
we call it the normal form, should reflect how effective the rate if change is to the
final total cost. The best representative of this is standard deviation. Comparing the
standard deviation of every parameter values against the corresponding costs not
actually normalized all data but gives indications about the sensitivity of the cost
against every parameter.
Table 1. Abstraction of two independent variables possible values
Parameter 1
0.1
0.3
0.5

Parameter 2
500
300
1000
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The training algorithm for the neural network is on two stages, feed-forward and
back-propagation. Weights are given initial values all over the network. These initial
weights can be of the same value or random. The input vectors are fed to the network
and propagated though all the connections and the actual outputs are perceived. The
forward propagation is governed by the following equations:

O j =  I i ωij + θ j

(3)

Where Oj is the output of node j, Ii is the output of the input node Ii, ωij is the weight
that links input node Ii with output node Oj and θj is the threshold on the activation
function for output node j.
The sum square error of the outputs of the network on all patterns is:

ε=

1 n
(d i − Oi ) 2

i =1
2

(4)

ε is the SSE, di is the desired output on the output layer neuron I, and Oi is the
actual output on the same neuron. The network weights update is governed by the
equation:

ωi +1 = ωi + (d − O)O(1 − O)

(5)

Equation (5) assumes that the activation functions on the output nodes are step
functions (output is either 0 or 1). O in equation (5) is the actual output, d is the
desired output and i is the iteration number.

6 Experiments and Discussions
Five hundred different patterns are used in training and five hundred patterns are used
for testing. The testing results show that the success of cost estimation highly depends
on the correlation between the input pattern and at least one of the training patterns.
Estimation error is inversely proportional to the correlation. Figure 1 shows the
relationship.
The experiments were conducted using synthetic data driven from both Gaussian
and uniform distributions. Uniform distributions showed better success rate than the
Gaussian. The difference in success rate depends on the standard deviation which the
Gaussian variants are driven from. High standard deviations lead to higher failure
rates. In general, the experiments indicate the necessity of having high population of
data profiles in order to develop a robust kernel (neural network) for cost factors
estimation. Moreover, it is expected that two data profiles that lead to the same cost
will have high correlation.
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Fig. 1. Estimation error versus correlation between the input data and correlation data. X-Axis
is the normalized correlation and Y-Axis is the estimation error.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
The proposed framework allows for cost factors estimation without the need of the
involvement of architects or project managers to define function points as an input for
systems such as COCOMO. The proposed framework is neural network based. A
feed-forward back-propagation artificial neural network is proposed for cost factor
estimation. The neural network is composed of an input layer with a number of
neurons equals to the number of the data factors, a hidden network with a number of
neurons equals to the number of input neurons and a thirty six output neurons that
cover the cost ranges from thousands to billions. Every digit in this range is
represented by four neurons, BCD encoding.
Figure 1 reveals the most obvious limitation to the model. The model is limited to
its high noise and inaccuracy. The experiments show that the accuracy of data
collection is a key factor for successful and accurate cost factor estimation. As a
future work, data used for training should be grouped according to relevance and
correlations. Inaccurate data should be identified and factored out.
An extension for this work is a correlation based technique that should identify
dependencies and relations between factors. Input patterns should be classified
according to correlation and training takes role on relevant data patterns separately.
When an input pattern to be tested, it gets classified first and then propagated through
the relevant network.
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Another promising venue is building a case-based reasoning on the classified
patterns. Once data is classified, it is much easier to be processed among closer and
more relevant peers.
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